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Printing Practice Handwriting Workbook for Boys is designed to inspire boysâ€™ interest in learning

and practicing to print writing phrases and sentences by hand. Boys enjoy reading phrases like,

â€œNo girls allowed,â€• or, â€œSpy games are fun,â€• and sentences like, â€œMeet me at the secret

clubhouse,â€• or â€œIt would be so cool to have super powers.â€• Exercises like these help to make

learning fun, whether in the classroom or at home.   This workbook focuses on writing phrases and

sentences in print in four parts: Students first trace and then copy words and short phrases in Part

1. There are longer phrases and short sentences in Part 2. Students trace and then copy the

words.Part 3 advances onto copying sentences without any tracing.Part 4 challenges students to

write their own expressions in response to writing exercises. May your students or children improve

their handwriting skills and enjoy reading and writing these phrases and sentences.
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Purchased for my 10 and 11 year old boys. We homeschooled them until this year and never

realized we had let their poor writing slide. They need some practice so their teachers can read their

work.The book is a nice size and has a good number of pages. I'm not sure if my boys really even

noticed the words and sentences are "for boys" but it's a nice idea. They find the copying and

writing easy and it's just a matter of time before they have beautiful writing.

My son really likes the sentences, he says some of them are really funny, on this book you can't



take the pages off easily for coping.

THE BEST! I could not get my 6 year old son to practice handwriting, but with these fun words, he

will actually do it! I've shared this with his teacher, as well. Evidently boys could care less about

writing. Brilliant book!

My teenage son has always had difficulty with handwriting. I bought this for the summer break to

work on a page a day. I worried he would refuse but he's doing it willingly and it seems to be

improving his handwriting. It has a good balance of variety of letters for practice and vocabulary that

is focused for boys.

I homeschool my son, 10. This has been the perfect resource for us. I hope that Julie Harper will

write a sequel, Handwriting Workbook for Boys 2. I for one would buy it immediately. If the author

reads this, I hope she will consider it.

I purchased this for a third grader who does NOT like to write. It's easier to get him to do all his

chores than to write. I'm hoping this encourages him to write. I was actually expecting the lines to be

wider and there to be more to each page, but overall, I'm sure he'll like writing the odd little

"boy-themed" phrases.

Our 6 year old son loves to color but wasn't too keen on writing. He is a beginning reader also, so I

was stressed trying to sort out what handwriting curriculum would work best for him. This is terrific!

He has actually begun to be excited about handwriting now. And he even enjoys reading through

each page (though I do have to help him with bigger words on occasion).

Our son has ADHD and writing doesn't come easily for him. We have been using this workbook to

help him practice writing skills over the summer before 2nd grade. Really love the different sections

of writing types, and the sentence writing prompts is an area we really needed him to practice. This

book saved me hours of looking up writing practice on TPT website, great buy!!
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